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They get against one another, have hard feelings at one another and then finally

they split up.
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(I wanted to ask you about all the hard feelings that seem to be expressed among *

some groups. There seems to fee quite a bit of this and I would just li£e to know

why?)

Yea, well the reason for the way the thing! happen is one party wants to be big-

ger, have ah, show off jigger than the other party. I think that there, it's

just a fealous hearted feelings among one another and then it gradually go until

it just splits the whole \group up into two partnerships when they 'should be just
\

V

one. Just like this Blackfooters here, they started out with a big gfcoup and my

sqh-in-law mother is the one that brought this up and they was A.11 in one group.
i

All right they gradually, the Redbones, they want to be bigger than this7 bunch

and they kkpt going til finally they just /took my son-in-law he's the type he

don't talk much so he just said it was alright. They wanna have they own group

they oan have they own group but he gonna stay back with his bunch. So that's

one reason-that there's two, two parties and to this day they can't, this bunch

don't say nothing but this other bunch you know how vomans folks are they gotta

say something to hurt somebody's feelings.. W«ll, it's the same way with thisGfl«urd

dan, well they're having their fourth of July Celebration now. It's their annual

doing on the fourth of July, but the other group I just can't make out who all, how

many is in the other group. He just resigned not too long ago up there at 'Pache.

He »esigned out of this group because of too many hard feelings of any among certain

parties I guess, he just thought he'd resigned and just dbn't belong to no club

and ordinary just go along with the people. So he resigned out of this one, and

they had a big doing, a big dance up there at 'Pache for him from the post. He

worked at the post. He's supposed to be retired byt he's still working. It's not

the club that give that dance up there at 'Pache for him. It's all them lieutenants

and the guys that he works for at the post are the ones put up the dance for him.


